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LYCAENAMIRZA PLOTZ, 1880 (INSECTA, LEPIDOPTERA):
PROPOSEDCONSERVATIONBY THE SUPPRESSIONOF

LYCAENAMIRZA STAUDINGER, 1874. Z.N.(S.)2426.

By Torben B. Larsen {29c Snoghojalle. DK2770 Kastrup, Denmark)

Christoph (1873, p. 23) proposed the name Lycaena sieversi for a

Central Asian butterfly, which the following year was named as Lycaena

mirza by Staudinger (1874, p. 90). Staudinger himself later recognised the

synonymy (e.g. Staudinger & Rebel, 1901, p. 80), and I have been unable to

trace any usage of the name this century. The species is currently placed in the

genus Vacciniina Tutt, 1 909, and is always referred to as V. sieversi.

2. Plotz (1880, p. 203) gave the name Lycaena mirza to an East

African butterfly; the species is currently placed in Azanus Moore, [1881].

The specific name mirza has been universally used for this butterfly, prob-

ably on at least a thousand occasions; a Ust of eleven major faunistic and

taxonomic works has been given to the Commission Secretariat.

3. Kogak (1980, p. 141) noticed that mirza Plotz is a junior primary

homonym of mirza Staudinger, and proposed the replacement name
mirzaellus for the African butterfly. So far as I know mirzaellus has not been

used since.

4. Because mirza Plotz is in universal and widespread use, while its

senior homonym mirza Staudinger has, as a junior synonym of sieversi

Christoph, always been unused, an attempted introduction of the new

specific name mirzaellus Kogak, 1980 would cause confusion and serve no

purpose.

5. The suppression oi mirza Staudinger would be a simple means of

maintaining stabiUty. I accordingly ask the International Commission on

Zoological Nomenclature:

(1) to use its plenary powers to suppress the specific name mirza

Staudinger, 1 874, as published in the binomen Lycaena mirza,

for the purposes of the Principles of Priority and Homonymy;

(2) to place on the Official List of Specific Names in Zoology the

name mirza Plotz, 1880, as published in the binomen Lycaena

mirza;

(3) to place on the Official Index of Rejected and Invalid Specific

Names in Zoology the names:

(a) mirza Staudinger, 1874, as published in the binomen

Lycaena mirza and as suppressed in (1) above, and

(b) mirzaellus Kogak, 1980, as published in the binomen

Azanus mirzaellus, as a junior objective synonym of mirza

Plotz, 1880.
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